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SONIC SCATTERING BY BIOLOGICAL ENTITIES IN THE COASTAL

WATERS OFF MISSION BEAC h, CALIFORNIA

by •1
John W , Donaldson

U, S. Navy Electron ic. Laboratory

San Diego 52 California

This memorandum reports preliminary observa tions of sonic

scattering taken at the NEL oceanograp hic tower and offers tentative expla-

nation s of the results. Further observation s are required to substant iate

the exyl~n~tton s befor e a formal report is prepare d. The purpose of the

memorandum is to record these result.$ for comparison with future work at

NEL and is intended for use of NEL workers.
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~*This work was conduct ed while employed as a student assistant during

the summer of 1959.
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SONIC SCAT TERINC1 BY BIOLOGICAL ENTITIES IN

THE COASTAL WATERS OFF MiSSION BEAC~J CALIFORNIA

by

3. W. Donaldson
U.. S. Navy Electronic s Laboratory, San Diego 52 California

ABSTRACT

An upwar d directe d echo sounder was placed on the ocean floor off

Mission Beach , CaUfornia(i i~e summe r of 1959 , 1to determ ine the nature

of sound scatter ing in the vertical column of water. Scattering density showed

a pronounced increase in nighttime periods , with the scattering bodies exhibit-

ing (1) unusual characteri stics of movement , and (2) reactions to tempera tur e

and light stimuli. The scatterer . , dete rmined to be of a biological nature,

— 
appeared each evening with unf~L(Iing regularity in an unusually short period

of time, and remaine d throughout the night until early dawn . In sddition to the

acoustic data , records of vertical temperature structure and visual and fUm ed

obs~ rvations were obtained, showing the possibility that the night interference

effect , as it has become known , could be caused by swarms of .hrimp-like

mysids Schools of fishes of several different variet ies were also observed

• In the water and simultaneously recorded by the echo ranger.

• INTRODUCTION

Many reports have been written on the phenomena of orga nic sound

scatterers In the ocean ( see references). Howeve r , most of the available

1
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lite rature concerns itself with deep~.wate r scattering, while relatively little

research has been done on the more dynamic and unpredictable conditions

of the shallow coastal regions . (Ref s. 5 and 6 describe some of the shallow-

water work that has been accomplished) the Intent of the study described In

this report, therefore , was to gain an insight into the “acoustic environment”

of certa in off shore waters , the specific purpose being to determine the pr.ssnce

and nature of any sound scattering bodies found In such an area . The new

• oceanographic research towe r off Mission Beach California, resting on *

gently sloping, sandy -bottom in 60 feet (MSL) of wate r (Ref. 13) was selected

as a suitable site for the studies. In July 1959, transducers for a sonic echo

ranger were mounted face up on a tripod structure and lowered to the bottom

near the tower. -

EQUIPMENT

Acoustic

U. S. Navy NK-1 and NK-7 echo sounders were used to obtain

acoustic data because of their abili ty to operate relatively free of serious

breakdowns for long periods of time. Th. transmitting and receiving trans

ducer., s.para ted on these Instruments , wore mounted rigidly side-by-side

on a tripod which held them 4 feet from the bottom . ~ igure 1 i~ a photograph

of the transducer and tripod assembly. The transducers are magnetostrictiv.,

double ended radiators mad. of pure nickel lainti~~iions wound with several

turns of heavy gauge wire. The surfaces facing the botto m on each transducer

2
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are covered with sound absorbin g rubber to mini mize bottom reverberations J
Radiating surfaces on the transmitter and receive r are 3 3/8 X 6 inch

rectangles. Tb. signal I. a pulse-type, keyed approxImatel y 3 times per

second, and operates at a frequency of 21 kilocycle. p.r second. The n~~ t.i

beam of the sound pattern is, roughly, 30 degrees wide at the 6 db down points

in the plane of greatest directivity which, for this shape of rad iator , would

be In the direction parallel to the longest side of the transducer. Becaus e of

th. rectangular shape. dizectivity is not symmetrical and some minor aide

lobe effects in the sound pattern are present.

The trace is recorded on a sensitized chart paper by a rotating stylus,

which unfortunately utilized only a third of the width of the chart paper for the

depth at the tower. The NK-1 was used for all records taken before 1 August

1959, when it was replaced by the newer model, the NK-?. The N K 7  has a

somewhat Improved signal generator and keying system; both are alik• as

far as signal characteristics are concerned. The transducer tripod was

located apprv~dwat.ly 50 feet snuth and wsst of the tower on the sea floor,

Temp. ratur. -
.

Thermistor beads, encased in plastic, were used for temperature

sensors. Approxlniat.ly twenty beads were usually in operation, providing

information, accurate to a tenth of a dsgree, for interval s of every 3 feet

from bottom to surf ace. Two BROWN servo-recorders , a six_ rk .t. el and

a sIxt .eu-~1’~~”.l, transcr ibed the data . An tsothsrm follower Instrum ent

4
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was used quite effectively to observe vari at~ons in temp erature structure.

This device has a “tempera tur. seeking ’ sensing head , lowered Into the

water from a boom. The instrument records vertical fluctuations of an

isotherm caused by water mass movements and internal way es

Other Equipment

A Cruase -Hinds type ABF-14, spotlight on the tower provided the

means for testing the reactions of biological scattering bodies to light. The

spotlight ii mounted on the southwest corner of the tower , appr Iximately 30

feet above the water and was trained on the ocean surface over the trans

ducer at an angle of Incidence of about 40 degrees. In addition , most of the
4

ordinary oceanographic and meteorological equipme nt was available and was

used from time to time to provide correl ative and substantiating data

OBSERVA TiONS

At th. time the NK-l trans ducer was first placed on th. ocean floor

near the tower, daily perioda of continuous operation, taken during the norma l

daylight working hour s, showed very little of the expected returns between lb.

bottom and surface echoes. Occasionally, short-lived returns were received

at various dspt hs, some of these indicating vertic al movsment towards or

away from the transd ucer. These were believed to be medium to~~rge-.ised

Individual fish, but no positive Identification as to typ. or species could be

obtained.

5
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During the first nighttime operation at the tower , however , the

original fears that the equipment was inadequate for the type of measurement

desired were quickly dispelled. Heavy scatterIng In the water column was di...

cove red to appear very suddenly every evening, lasting throughout the night

until morning. The fact that no returns baa been receive d during the day and

th. record was nearly obscured at night showed the effect to be caused by

some gross change In the acoustic medium. Following are descriptions of

various nights spent at the tower durIng the summer,

Period of 6 July to 10 July 1959

A continuous four-day operation began on Monday, 6 July 1959, and

t.rn~b~at.d at noon, Friday, 10 July. During the day, Monday, very little

was recorded , Indicating that as far as the NK-l sounder wa-s concern ed, the

sea was free from acat ter ere After undown, however, conditions suddenly

changed. Within a period of a few minutes between 2025 and 2035, heavy

returns developed at about mid- -depth, IndicatIng lb. arrival of some sort

of scatterers in the water cólimm Figures (2. ) and (2b) show the 6 July

record. The scatte ring object s formed Into a well-defIned layer at 2108 and,

althoug h the layer lasted for only a period of appr oxlma-Isly 6 hours , the

recording a! the scatterers throughout the water column, nevertheless ,

continued without a break unlil a few hours before dawn.

A short tIme after the layer had formed, a definite reaction to

6
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Figure 2a. Echo sounder record of night acatterin~ for 6 July
1969, from 2030 to 2330 and the correspond.Lng vertical fluctua-
tiona of the 620 isotherm plotted below the echo sounder record,
both with respect to time. The acoustic and temperature records
are shown with the ocean floor appearing at the top of their
respective graphs. 1~ime, marked at the bottom of each strip,
increases from right to left . Depths are plotted in feet as
distances from the bottom. Point A shows the sudden entrance
of the scatterers into the aound beam. The scatte rers are fairly
evenly di~stributed from about twenty— five feet above the bottom
to the sur face until 2106, when they form into a well-defined
Layer. At point B, a boat crossed over the transducer and one
minute later the scatterin g from the bubb1e~ in its wade can be
seen to nearly block out the surface return. At point C, a large
internal wave passed. The temperature structure of this wave is
s~own in Figure ~+. At points marked (a) the apotli~ht was turned
on and the resulting disappearance of ecatte rere can be seen. At
points (b) the light was turned off , followed by a gradual return
of sound scattering bodies.
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Figure 2b. Continuation of the record of Figure Ia. The
scattering layer remains until approximately O0140~ then begins
to weaken. At point D, a window which was allowing a small
amount of light to fal]. on the water over the transducer was
covered, with the resulting increase in scattering intensity~
Point E is the enc of the first portion of the record shown
From F to the end of the record at 0~k8? the gradual du mp..
pearance of the scatterera with daylight can be seen.
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light from the tower spotlight was oht”erved,, When the spotli ght was pointed

at the surface directly over the transducer and turned one. the scatterer s

rapidly disappeared seeming to dive towards the bottom . As long as the

light was on~ the ecatterer e remained out of the beam . The record shows

that the time interval between the point when the light was first turne d on and

the point where scat terers had entirely disappeared was of the order of I

minute., This Indicated that~ (1) the ecatterers were probably biological in

nature . (2) they were capable of fairly rapId movement 1 and (3) their reaction

to light I. pronounced and immediate. After the light bad been turned off

again the ecatterers would rapidly return to their former position although

not as rapidly as they had disappeare& This Implie, that the force which

caused them to form In a layer In the fIm~ place was of a strong and Immediate

nature,

At the same tune that these observations were being taken internal

wave measuring devices were in operation at the towe r~ Displaceme nt s In

isotherma In the water correspond ing to Internal waves, were seen to closely

match the vert ical displacements of the scatteri ng layer.. Figure. (Za ) and (Zb )

show a comparison of the echo sounder record ing with the record taken from

the isotherm follower .. A phase lag of about 2 minute s is apparent between

the two record s0 due to the fact that the NK- 1 transducer was located approxi-

mately 50 feet farthe r to seaward , the direction of approach of the wave s

than was the isotherm follower record ing head Temperature data were taken - •

9
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during this period with a string of thermistor beads . Figur e 3 illustrates

eight temperature depth structures at selected times during the night of 6

July The times shown were chosen for periods which were believed to be

representative of the “normal” structure of the water, that is, when no

Internal waves were passing Figure 4 shows temperature vs. depth curves

plotted before , during, and after the very large Internal wave shown at

point C In Figure (Za), These curves represent 6-minut e Intervals The

fact that , at certai n depths , considerable changes In temperature occur

with the passing of a wave is quit e obvi ous. At the approximate depth of

the scattering laye r before the arrival of the wave the 6 -minute fluctuat ion

in temperature amounted to between 4 and 5 degrees Fahrenheit .

A few hours after midnight . the well—defined layer began to die-

F appear although acoustic disturbance was still very heavy throug hout the

water column ., Tb. temperatur e plots of Figure 3 show that , durIng this

period , the sha rpness of the ther ru ocllne also began to weaken Indicat ing

that the scatterer s bad previousl y formed into a layer on account of the

presence of the tberxnocllne, As long as the temperature gradient had

been strong at a certain depth , the scatterers were confined to this level,

but as soon as the sharpness broke off they bad a tendency to disperse

The.. results appear similar to those obta ined by Lee (Ref . 14) in the

English CkspneL With the arrival of daylight , Tue sday, 7 July. the

acoustic In terfe rence. began to graduall y disap pear ~ By sunup the effect

1’S.
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Figure 3. Graphs of temperature versus depth at selected
times for the night of 6 — 7 July. Scattering layer depth
for this night are shown in Figures 2a and 2b. Scattering
first began about seven minutes before data for curve (1)
was taken. Five minutes after the time of (2), a definite
layer formed at about forty feet.. After midnight, the
sharpness of the thermocline began to weaken, with a
subsequent dispersion of scattering intensity. These plots
were made for times when no internal waves were passing.
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Figure ~~.. Three tempera ture—depth plots taken at six minute
intervals ; before , during, and after the large inter na l wave
at point C, Figure 2a. Th. large temperature change at the
depth of the scattering (.pproxim.tsly twenty—five feet from
the bottom bef or. the wave arrived) could possibly have caused
th. scattering organisms, or their prey , to dive in order to
escape the influx of warmer water.
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was entirely gone, and the echo ranger recorder once again showed the

typical ‘ clean water ” daytime trace ,

Tuesday night and each following night during th is operation, the

scatter ing phenomenon again appeared , quite .uddenly , in the early evening

hours and disappeared again before morn ing . None of these subsequent night

records showed the well-defined layer Ea ch did, however , show (1) pro .-

nounced acoustic scatt er ing in the water column~ (2) a re&ction of the inter-

fe ring bodies to light; (3) gradual variations in depth of the Intensity of the

trace ; indicating objects moving around in the water ~ and (4) correspondence

between temperature structure and scattering pattern .

The distribution of the scatt er ing se e med to vary markedly from

night to night. As the illustrations show much of Monday night was char-

acterized by a definite layer . The Tuesday night scatte ring , on the other

hand , appeared to be evenly distributed from bottom to surface and extr emely

dense. . Wednesday night gave return , from near the bottom , with relatively

little above this leve1~ while the patter n for Thursday night was again one of

evenly distributed scatter ing. These nightly differences in the overall

appearance of the scattering distribution seemed to be a manife station of

the physical, chemical, and biological state of th. sea as it would affect

living organ isms . Once the characte ristic pattern had developed in the

early evening , it would usually remain with only small changes for the re-

mainder of the night, that is, sparse returns at the beginning of the night

13
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seemed to forecast relatively sparse returns for the whole of that particular

night Returns limited to near the bottom at the outset of interference

would predict mostly clear, near- surface water late r on.

Period of 4 August to 7 August 1959

A period of continuous operation, begiirnli~g during the day of

Tuesday 4 August 1959 and lasting until Friday, 7 August gave results

•irv~iI&~ to those obta ined in July, and in addition, demonstrated that the

night scattering was normally not caused by larger fishes. Figures (5a)

and (5b) are the records of the night of Tuesday, 4 August. It can be

seen at point A that the entrance of the scatterers Into the sound beam

took place at a particular depth rather than at the bottom or throughout the

water column, suggesting horizontal movement and the possibility that the

scatter ing bodie s enter as a group from another ar ea, During the first

half of the night, the layer was fairly evenly distri buted fr om surfa ce to

bottom , with the exception of two light layers appearing at distances of 25

to 35 feet and 45 to 55 feet, A bathythermograrn was taken at 2037 showing

the temperature gradient to change sharply from 0. 12 degrees P. per foot

to 1 9  degrees T per foot at 35 feet from the bottom, at which depth the

temperature was 68 degrees.. Another sharp temperature change was

present at 50 feet from the bottom, and above this the water was isothermal

to the surface at 73 degrees. These data show a definite correlation with

the record. d scat terin g trac es

14
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Fi gure 5a. Night scattering effect for ni~ it of 4—~ Au~ust ,
from 2010 to 0050. scattering begins at A , at point B, two
layers can be distinguished. Temperature data for this time
are deocribed in the text. Th. spotlight was turned on at
points (a) and off at points (b). Groups of larger scattering
bodies, probably fish, can be seen starting at 0025.
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Figure 5b. Continuation of record of Figure 5a. Fish returns
are apparent in several places; for example, notice the large
region of intense returns around 0300 in w.~icb individual
entities can be seen. At point C, the echo sounder was shut of t
temporarily. /~fter 0400, scattering is intermittent, becoming
increasingly sparse as daylight approaches.
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Not. th. two lsy.rs at point B on Figure (5a). After midnight, layers were

no longer present and the scattering pattern had begun to be mixed inter-

mittently with regions of greater scattering density. These seemed to indi-

cate the pre sence of fishe s or othe r large targets , which were perhaps

feeding on the entities provid ing the lighter , more homogeneous traces ,

The effect of the towe r spotli ght on the acatterers was quite

pronounced. The light was turned on at the points marked (a) on Figure

(Sa), and off at the points indicated by (b). The acatt ere rs took approximately

1 zmnute to dive out of the light, a depth of 40 to 50 feet. The return seems

to take between 1 and 3 minutes, after which they arra nge themselves exactly

a.s they had been before the disturbance , After 0400 on Wednesday morning,

the scatterers began to gradually disappear , and by daylight, true to form,

they were gone.

Wednesday, 5 August, th~ characteristic nighttime scattering

was not as dense as it had been the previous night and was more evenly

dispersed throughout the water column, Occasional periods of very dense

returns app ear in the record. These follow rathe r closely the sightings

of large schools of 6 to 10-Inch Pacif ic mackerel. These fish show an

interesting parallel to the illumination reaction s pre viously observed.

After their appearance on th. echo ranger recording, turning the light on

would make the returns more dense. Prom four to five o’clock Thursday

17
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morning , this school of fish was brought into the sound beam several times

by turning the light on. Figure 6 shows these experiments , along with £

comparison of the background returns when the fish were not present with

a clear dayt ime record . The implication is that fishes , or at least these

fish, did not cause the scattering laye r return.

The foUowing night of Thursday. 6 August to Friday morning.

7 August gave a very heavy background of scattering which was also periodi-

cally intersp ersed with more dense returns, closely resembl ing the fish

returns of the previous night . Towards the middle and end of the summ er ,

the tower began to slowly acquire its own schools of fishes; consisting

primarily of Pacific mackerel (Pneumatophorus diego) and various species

of perch. Reasons for this constant increase in the population of the water

around the tower were probably the protective nature of the tower legs and

the resulting Increa se in available food materials, Figure 7 is a daytime

photo of one school of these fishes, In spite of the fact that they began to

be characteristic of the water 4~nmediately surrounding the tower, discrimi-

nation could still be made between fishes and other objects by conside rations

of acoustic density, length of time observed , and movements of the returns .

August 18, 1959 -

the evening of August 18, an attempt was made to acquire some

visual observations of the scatterers . Four divers , equipped with SCUBA

gear and unde rwater cameras, were to photograph the scatterere , whll.
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Figure 6. Record of fish in sound pattern . taken
from data of the night of 5 — 6 August. On the right
is a portion of the typical daytime M clean water ”
trace , superimposed for comparison. On the far
left , many large , individua l targets can be seen ,
some quite near to the transducer. The gain setting
on the echo sounder was the same for both samples.
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Figure 7. Photograph of some of the school of fishes which had begun
to inhabit the tower region by the middle of the summer. Shown here
is a group of P~cif Ic mackerel.
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the NK- 1 was simultaneously m~frtng acoustic observations. The diving

party consisted of Dr. Robert S. Diets, CL S. Diets, “Deep scattering

layer in the Pacific and Antarctic Oceans”, Jour , Mar. Re.. , 1948);

Dr. Eric G Barham (E. G. Barham, “The Ecology of Sonic Layers In the

Monterey Bay Area ”, Stanford University, 1957); and John A. Beagle. and

John L Houchen J r ,  professional divers from the Navy Electronics

Laboratory. The cameras used were a Bell and Howell 16-mm motion

picture camera and a Rolliernarine underwater still camera. After each

dive , descriptions of observations were recorded on a portable tape re-

corder.

The group arrived at th. towe r by boat at appro24m~tely 1935

At this time, the characte ristic night scattering layer bad not yet begun,

and th. water was relatively clear. At 2010, the scatterers arrived In the

sound beam with their usual sud4eness, and at 2012 and 2018, tests con-

ducted with the spotlight showed the objects to exhibit the same negative

phototaxis observed on previous occasions . AU four divers, operating in

pairs, began their first descent at 2031 north of the tower so as not to

disturb the operation of the NK- l transducer and test spotlight which are

located on the towe r ’s south side. During this time, the author kept track

of the scatterere with the echo sounder, noting their reactions to diver&

presence and to var ious light sources. In order to see their way around,

the divers quite naturally had to use lights but a plan was formulated whereby
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they would wait at various depths without lights for a period, then make

flash or floodlight pictures . Dur ing the first dive, one reel of black and

white 16-mm movie film was taken, showing dens e swarm s of translucent

organisms about an inch in length, near to the bottom. These were Ldmn-

tilted by Barha~ i as mysids, which are primitive, shrimp-like crustaceans

about 1/2 inch long. Two species of the mysids were present since some

were considerably larger than others. One of the species was possibly

These sM~~mls characteristically bury themselves In sandy

bottoms during the daytime probably in order to avoid predators , where

they can sometimes be observe d with only their eyes protruding out of the

F sand. Their nocturnal habits are not too generally known, but it is strongly

suspected that thi, type of organism is a night feeder. Some doubt, however,

was cast on the phototactic reaction of these rnysida during the dives, and ,

therefore, on their contribution to the nigit scattering effect. They seemed

to be attracted rather tha n repe lled by the presence of the spotlight.

Whether the reaction to this type of light would be different than to diffused

surface light is not known. Figures 8 and 9 show two frames from the reels

of motion picture film taken. Swarms of the mysids swi rthig rapidly in

the light beam, many of them colliding with the spotlight , can be seen,

At 2247, a second dive was made , with Beagles and Houchen film-

Lug a second reel of black and white film north and west of the tower while

Diets and Barham dove on the south side in the region clos• to the transducer.

22
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Figure 8. Photograph taken on the ocean floor ,
18 August 1959 , at 2040 by J. A. Beagles of the
Na vy Elec tronics Laboratory . The beam of ligh t
f rom the portable , underwater floodlight is shown
entering from the right ; at right center , one
leg of the tower can be seen where it juts out
of the bottom. The tower leg is sixteen inches
in diameter. Many of the small (1 — 1—1/2 inch)
mysids can be seen in the light , blurred by thei r
rapid movement.
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Figure 9. Another picture of the mysid swarm ,
indicating the density. The floodlight is
visible at the left, with its beam aimed out
into the water.
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A faint trace of the divers’ descent was picked up at thi. time, indicating
V that they were waking observations quite near the sound beam, but, by the

faintn ess that they were far enough to the side of the transducer’s central

aids so as not to cause scattering In the acoustic data. Afte r their return

to the surface, the divers reported that they had observed a school of four

to five hundred long silver fish, possibly ellversides or topsmelt , which

disappeared rapidly unde r the influence of their portable lights, and Diets

suggested that the phototactic effect may be due to schools of these fish.

The fish were reporte d to be 4 to 6 inches long.

The accuracy of th is conclusion would depend on (1) whethe r

fish, capable of rapid swimming , would exhibit the consistency of daily

movement associate d with the night Interference effect , and (2) the appear-

ance of a school of this sine on the echo sounder record , that is, whether

these fish could cause th. homogeneous trace which was most often ob- 
V

V t~~”d. Several factors tend to throw doubt on the fish theory. The autho;

In addition to doubting that fishes would adhere to the two conditions stated

above, believes that (1) the fish observed could as easily been swimming
V 

away from the divers ’presence as the presence of their spotlights, and, (2)

that fishes exhibiting a negative phototaxis could swim out of Lb. region of

disturbance at a rate faster than that shown, for example, at point s a In

Figure (5a).
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Additional Observations

Nighttime records wer e taken at different periods throughout

the summer, with the night scattering effect being present during each

instance, Near the end of the summer , during late September , the scatte r-

ing density seemed on several occasions to be considerably reduced from

that noticed during July and August . This suggests th~ the effect may be

seasonal , caused by a “bloom ” of certain organisms during the warmer

months. This seasonal aspect . however , has not as vet been substant iated. .

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Operation of a sonic echo ranger , mounted on the ocean floor in

60 feet of water off Mission Beach . California, demonstrated the presence

of substantial numbers of sound scattering bodies in coastal waters off of

Mission Beach, California,. Acoustic scatte ring was especially pronounced

during hours of darkness, when certain scattering entities either move in

to the coastal regions from deeper water or rise up from the ocean floor .

Group. of these scatterers can be observed acoustically while other stimuli

• are applied , and the resulting reactions noted - Using this method, the

night scattering effect was dete rmine d to react to both light and temperature

ehangea . Response to a stimulation of light was negative , the objects dis..

appearing rapidly unde r the influence of a small spotli ght directed into the

sound beam from above the surface. Gradu al appearance of dayli ght caused

a corresponding gradual disappearance of scaUerka g There seemed to be

26
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a tendency not to seek gr eater depths as overall iiluVrnlnat~on inc ~ r~’c~ in

the pre -dawn hours , but rathe r to slowly decrease in concentration in t~-

volume of water being sampled by the echo sounder These tests proved

rathe r conclusively that the scattering bodies were actually phototactic

marine orga nisms that foUowed a regular pattern of ent ry and exit in this

region each night.

The organisms were noticed to have certain np~raL~.~re -controilej

reactions . The exact nature of the temp erature dependenc y was not

determine d, but a definite correlation between water temperature and

vertical distribution of organic scat ter ers could be seen On several

different occasions, the scattering effect would concentrate at regio!s of

large temperature gradients, although this was nok observed evc~r time

scatterers were present with a measurable thermocline~ One aziswer

that immediately suggests itself for this temperature seeking characteristic

is the possibility that food material for the scattering organisms is some -

times present at a thermocline and sometimes not, Detailed visual obser ~V

vations will be needed In orde r to dete rm in, whether it is the scattering

bodies themselve s or the materials they feed on which tend to follow a.

the rmocline , and to know whether they foUow fluctuations in an isothe rm

because of tempe rature changes at a certain depth or because of the verti

cal transport of water In an Internal wave .

The night scattering effect exhibits an un~usual pattern of

27
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~ l~ntr anr~ ix~t~~ t1~e sound bea..n at dusk was characteri zed by

~ co~ r ~~~~~~~ tra~’e on the record , varying rapidly in depth , as if the

~ism w~ r’~ trying to organize themselves , FoUowing several minutes

~~
i
~~s behavior, the concent ration would graduall y spread out , forming -1

-.i
~~ 

the typical. homogeneous pattern which would then last all night

4arhan-i describes the rnysids seen durin g th e night dives as the type which

cb .aracteristica~t; ~ur- ,r th emselves into the ocean floor during the daytime~

This doe s not td~ ~~ z s ~ ~vbole story , however , for the records indicate

not ~ rise from the bc~ttom at the onset of acatt” ring~ but rather the en-

trance, as a group, into the towe r region from another area.

The nature of the organisms involved can , to some extent , be

— deduced from the so~wder re~~ rdings. A prominent characteristic of the

night scatte ring effect was the homogeneity of the echoe s recorded; that

is., th~ scattering pattern neve r seemed to indicate that it had any specifi c

dimen~&ons - The imp~ication is that the acatterere themselve s looked to

~e l)omogeneou3lv distributed to the outgoing 5Ofl~ pressure waves F imply —

ing that t~’ev are present in lar ge numbers and are somewhat smaller than

the wavelength of tIe ~~~~~~ For a signal frequency of 21 kc , the wavelen gth

&a approxima~e~ . 2 3/4 ~~~r ) es Targ ets large r than 4 to 6 inches,. such as

la~ ge fishes , could be ex~ r t ed to appear on echo sounde r trace S as dark

t-moving patch~ s app.~ar~ng and disappearing on the record , This was

indeed ahow ~ to be t)” case is  the various iliustrationa point out , The fact

2$ 
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that these dark patched traces wer-’ larger fishes and that t~te nir~t iii~~r--

ference was caused by differen t type of organism was further substantiated

by the positively phototactic reaction of larger scatt~ rer~ , readily attr~ -

buted to fishes common to th is area by visual observation s at the sur face

Howeve r , a very large school of sma ller fishes could be responsible for

the acattering~ the main criterion would be the regularity of their nocturnal

activity. The author believes that this phenomena cannot be attributed to

any one type of organism alone, due to the complexities of food chains in

the sea and to the multiplicity of layers sometimes seen during t~-~’ periods

of observation.

The question arises as to a reason for the daily movement It

seems quite possible that certain regions of the ocean floor fill the require

ments for a daytime habitat for theae scatt ering organisms . while other

areas ar e preferred for night feeding . The tendency to move as a group~

if such is the case, needs still more explanation and a continued program

of research is underway at the towe r location to provide acswers to such

questions. Among other plans, high resolution sounding devices and

underwater photographic equipment perman enth mounted on the t wer legs

are envisioned to obtain records of the movement and habits of these

bio1ogical~ sound scattering entities,

The regularity of the night scattering seems to be its most important

characteristic as far as the elfect on the acoustic environment of this

29
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~; conrt~rne~ ~-~e~ v.usc of the nightly appearance of these scatterer .

th~ ~haltow waters off Mission Beach , and very probably many other coastal

reg ions , are rendered much less conducive to acoustic ranging during hours

cu ciarknese than for the period from early dawn to late afternoon The ex-

tent of the scattering at night may sometime in the future be predictable

by know ng such parameters as water temperature 1 ambient atmospheric

li gsta. and the habits of these sound scatter ing organisms~
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